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What is known about Parent-Child bonds
	Over the past 25 years, researchers have learned a great deal about parent-child bonds using Parker, Tupling and Brown's (1979) Parental Bonding Instrument (PBI).  This measure was developed factor analytically and gives a retrospective view of the relationship a child had with its parents across two dimensions: Care and Overprotection.  Research with this measure has largely focused on predicting adult and child psychopathology based on the recall of parental bonds.  Researchers have found a strong link between parental bonds characterized by low Care and high Overprotection and Depression (e.g. Parker, 1981; Plantes, Prusoff, Brennan & Parker, 1988;  Richman & Flaherty, 1987).  Similar patterns have been found with other forms of psychological distress, including schizophrenia (Parker, Fairley, Greenwood, Jurd & Silove, 1982; Warner & Atkinson, 1988), disruptive behavior disorders (Rey & Plapp, 1990) , and anorexia (McCourt & Waller, 1995), as well as with psychopathology in general, or its opposite, wellbeing ( Plantes et al. 1988 ; Canetti, Bachar, Galili-Weisstub and DeNour, 1997).
	Researchers have also begun to explore the cultural underpinnings of parenting styles, by examining the parental bonds reported by people of varying ethnicities.  They have found that members of non-western cultures (particularly Asian) tend to have less “optimal” (Parker et al, 1979) parental bonds – i.e. bonds characterized by low Care and/or high Overprotection.  For example, samples of Vietnamese immigrants to the west report less Care and more Overprotection than Caucasian samples (Dinh, Sarason & Sarason, 1994, USA; Herz & Gullone, 1999, Australia), while samples of immigrants to the west (predominantly UK) from the Indian subcontinent typically report similar Care but more Overprotection than Caucasian samples (McCourt & Waller, 1995; Ahmad, Waller & Verduyn, 1994; Furnham & Husain, 1999; Mujtaba & Furnham, 2001).  These differences are important, as they would predict that these cultures might have greater incidence of psychopathology.  Several studies have confirmed the link between parental bonds and psychological difficulties in Asian samples.   PBI scores were shown to predict symptoms of depression in 2 Japanese samples ( Sato, Sakado, Uehara, Nishioka & Kasahara, 1997;  Sato et al. 1998) and in one Chinese-American sample (McKenna, 1998), with psychological wellbeing in 2 Vietnamese samples (Dinh, Sarason and Sarason, 1994;  Herz and Gullone, 1999) and with anorexic-like eating attitudes in a sample from the Indian sub-continent (McCourt & Waller, 1995).  Overall, this small body of research could lead to an alarming conclusion, that non-western cultures have les optimal parental bonding, which should lead to greater incidence of psychopathology.  However, there is no evidence that Asian and other non-western cultures have higher levels of psychological problems than western cultures (Herz & Gullone, 1999).  This inconsistency in the body of knowledge has yet to be explained.
Holes in our knowledge of Parent-Child bonds
	There are two major gaps in our knowledge of parent-child bonds.  First, although we know there is a clear relationship between reports of weak parental bonds, we do not know the exact nature of this relationship.  We do not know whether parental bonds predispose a child for a specific set of psychological symptoms, or for psychological distress in general.  One study with a clinical population of adolescents and children attemtped to show such specificity (Rey, 1995). The study was unable to find meaningful, significant results due to limited sample size in many of the diagnostic groups studied, and due to a lack of control for severity of impairment across groups.  A more practicable way to approach this question would be to examine subclinical levels of symptomotology in a normal population, thus allowing for a sufficient N.
	The second gap in our knowledge of parent-child bonds concerns the role of culture in determining the effects of parent-child relationships.  Clearly, different cultures have different demands on parents and children, and the relationship that might be adaptive in one cultural setting might be maladaptive in another. Cultures have been shown to differ on measures such as the PBI, and these differences have been shown to be correlated with measures of distress and psychological wellbeing.   However, this connection does NOT produce a vast difference between cultures in levels of psychopathology.  The studies that have established these trends all have one glaring problem: All fail to measure cultural beliefs.  Perhaps the correlation between parental bonds on the PBI and psychopathology only holds for those individuals who themselves have more western worldviews.  In order to fully understand the role of parent-child bonds in predicting psychopathology for non-western samples, we need to measure and account for differences in cultural beliefs and behaviors.  The ideal measure to examine the relationship between culture, parental bonds and mental health in Asian populations is the Cultural Beliefs and Behaviors Adaptation Profile (CBBAP, Shiang & Bogumill, 2001).  This measure provides a broad view of culture, distinguishing between beliefs (or values) and behaviors, and allowing for scoring across 3 domains: Family, Social and Work.  Using the CBBAP, we can not only account for degrees of acculturation in non-western samples, but we can begin to break down distinct aspects of culture that shape the relationship between parent-child bonds and later psychopathology.     
Research questions
Is there a unique relationship between patterns of parental bonds and depression, or is this relationship better accounted for by general psychological distress?  As discussed above, PBI scores have been shown to be linked to a variety of psychological disorders.  This study will use regression analyses to show if the PBI can help predict symptoms of a specific disorder, Major Depression, when general psychological distress is controlled for.  Based on past research showing that the PBI is related to a wide variety of disorders, it is expected that the relationship between PBI scores and depressive symptomatology will no longer be significant when general distress is controlled for.  
Are cultural values as measured by the CBBAP associated with patterns of parental bonds?  We know from past research that cultural groups differ in their responses to the PBI.  However, we know little about the cultural values underlying these differences.  This study will examine correlations between PBI scores and cultural adaptation as measured by the CBBAP.  Correlations will be examined between overall cultural identification, between cultural beliefs and behaviors, across the domains of Family, Social, Work and daily activities, and in relation to any discrepancies between beliefs and behaviors.  Past research does not explore this topic so no directional hypotheses can be generated.
Is there an interaction between parental bonds and cultural values in predicting depression and psychological distress?  Past studies have shown that responses on the PBI are associated with psychological distress even in non western cultures.  However, no studies to date have accounted for the cultural values of the participants.  This study will use analysis of variance to search for any interaction between cultural values and parental bonding in predicting depression or psychological distress.  Cultural values will again be examined in several ways (beliefs vs behaviors, domains, and discrepancies).  Past research does not explore this topic so no directional hypotheses can be generated.


Methods
Participants:  Data will be drawn from a larger database maintained by Dr. Julia Shiang and her research group.  The database sample consists of more than 230 Chinese-American adults, and is a conveinence sample consisting of individuals known to members of the research group.  Data has been gathered over a period of several years.
Procedures: Participants received a packet of questionnaires, consisting of those described below as well as others, and an informed consent form.  They were asked to complete the questionnaires and return them with the consent form to the researcher who contacted them about the study.  All participants were paid $20 for their participation.
Measures:
	Demographic Information: Participant age, gender, educational background, SES, ethnicity, daily cultural activities, and family/immigration history.
	Parental Bonding Instrument:  (Parker et al, 1979) As described above, the PBI consists of 2 scales, Care and Overprotection, which are rated for both the participant's mother and father.  This study employs Gamsa's (1987) revisions of the PBI as many  participants use English as a second language, and may have difficulty with negatively worded statements on the original PBI.
	Cultural Beliefs and Behaviors Adaptation Profile: (Shiang & Bogumill, 2001)  Measures both cultural beliefs and behaviors across 3 domains: Family, Social and Work.  Can also be scored for deiscrepancies between beliefs and behaviors.
	Depression and psychological distress: The Beck Depression Inventory (Beck, Rush, Shaw & Emery, 1979) and the Chinese Depression Inventory (Zheng & Lin, 1991) will be used as measures of depression.  The SCL-90-R will be used as a measure of general psychological distress.
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